CPI General Meeting Agenda
March 20, 2024 (11:30 a.m. – 1:15 p.m.)
Rudder Tower, Conference Room 601

Meeting moderated by: Dr. Jessica Bernard, 2023-2024 CPI Chair

(11:30-11:35) Opening Remarks & Welcome – Dr. Jessica Bernard

TAMUQ Update – Dr. Nimir Elbashir, CPI Representative for Texas A&M University Qatar

CPI Survey Data Update & Working Discussions – Dr. Jessica Bernard and CPI Executive Committee

Other Business – Dr. Jessica Bernard
➢ Next CPI General Meeting – April 10, 2024
 o Update from Division of Risk, Ethics & Compliance on Insurance Programs for Research Equipment
 o Update from The Texas A&M Foundation
 o Update on Core Facilities

(1:15) Adjourn

Attachments: March CPI Newsletter


The CPI is sponsored annually through funding from Texas A&M University, Texas A&M AgriLife, Texas A&M Engineering Experiment Station, and the Texas A&M Transportation Institute